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ABSTRACT

C
Cost and accessibility hav
ve impeded th
he adoption of
sspirometers (devices that measure lung function)
fu
outside
cclinical settings, especially in
i low-resourcce environments.
P
Prior work, called SpiroSmarrt, used a smarttphone’s built--in
m
microphone as a spirometer. However, ind
dividuals in low
woor middle-incom
me countries do
d not typically
y have access to
thhe latest smarrtphones. In th
his paper, we investigate ho
ow
sspirometry can
n be performed
d from any ph
hone—using th
he
sstandard teleph
hony voice chaannel to transm
mit the sound of
thhe spirometry effort. We alsso investigate how using a 3D
3
pprinted vortex whistle can afffect the accurracy of commo
on
sspirometry meaasures and mittigate usability challenges. Our
O
ssystem, coineed SpiroCall,, was evalu
uated with 50
5
pparticipants agaainst two gold standard mediical spirometerrs.
W
We conclude that
t
SpiroCall has an accepttable mean errror
w
with or withou
ut a whistle fo
or performing spirometry, an
nd
aadvantages of each
e
are discusssed.

Figurre 1. A user using SpiroCa
all on a featurre phone
(Sonyy w580i) with, a
and without a S
SpiroCall whistlle.

A
Author Keywo
ords

H
Health sensing
g; spirometry; mobile phonee sensing; sign
nal
pprocessing; machine learning.

Recenttly, a numbeer of health applications hhave been
develooped to estim
mate physiologgical measures such as
heart raate [13], resppiratory rate [88,12], pupillarry dilation
[14], an
and newborn jaaundice [5]. Laarson et al. [9] introduced
SpiroS
Smart, a smartpphone-based sppirometer that m
measures a
user’s lung function using the phonne’s built-in m
microphone.
metry is the maainstay for meaasuring lung fuunction and
Spirom
standarrd of care for diagnosing chhronic lung im
mpairments,
such aas asthma, chhronic obstrucctive pulmonaary disease
(COPD
D), and cystiic fibrosis. D
During spirom
metry tests,
particippants forcefullly exhale as m
much air as theyy can from
their luungs. The spiroometer measures the instantanneous flow
and cuumulative voluume of exhaleed air. It then calculates
multiplle lung functtion measuress to help diaggnose and
managge various pulm
monary conditioons.

A
ACM Classification Keyword
ds

H
H.5.m. Informaation interfacess and presentation (e.g., HCI)):
M
Miscellaneous.
INTRODUCTIO
ON

P
Portability, low-cost, and sensing capaabilities provide
m
mobile phoness a distinct advantage
a
in health sensin
ng.
P
Phone-based health
h
applicatiions often sav
ve patients fro
om
uusing and caarrying dedicaated medical devices. Th
his
aadvantage is particularly
p
app
parent in the management of
cchronic diseasees, where patieents frequently
y use health tessts
too monitor diisease progresssion and maanage treatmen
nt.
P
Permission to mak
ke digital or hard copies of all or part
p of this work for
f
ppersonal or classro
oom use is granted
d without fee prov
vided that copies are
a
nnot made or distrib
buted for profit or commercial
c
advan
ntage and that copiies
bbear this notice an
nd the full citatio
on on the first paage. Copyrights for
f
ccomponents of this work owned by
y others than ACM
M must be honoreed.
A
Abstracting with credit
c
is permitted. To copy otherw
wise, or republish, to
ppost on servers or to
t redistribute to liists, requires priorr specific permissio
on
aand/or a fee. Requeest permissions fro
om Permissions@aacm.org.
C
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Introduuced in 20122, SpiroSmarrt [9] is a ssmartphone
applicaation that recorrds the user’s exhalation andd sends the
audio data generatedd to a central server. The sserver then
calculaates the expiraatory flow ratte using a phyysiological
model of the vocal trract and a moddel of the reverb
rberation of
sound around the useer’s head. SpiroSmart was ann important
step inn making spiroometry more accessible, and since its
5675
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introduction, it has been involved in numerous clinical
studies. SpiroSmart is currently deployed in multiple
locations around the world, including Seattle and Tacoma
in USA, Khulna in Bangladesh, and Pune in India. Thus far,
we have collected data for around two thousand patients
using SpiroSmart with encouraging results. While an
analysis of the collected data is not the focus of this paper,
we highlight four challenges that have surfaced from the
SpiroSmart deployments: (1) SpiroSmart requires a
smartphone; (2) usability and training challenges exist; (3) a
patient with severely low lung function might not generate
any sound; and (4) algorithms created from audio collected
on a specific smartphone model may not generalize to other
models or brands. In this paper, we critically examine ways
to address these challenges and evaluate our proposed
solutions with a set of 50 new patients.

The whistle does not have any moving parts and is as
simple as any spirometer mouthpiece. Despite the
additional hardware, the whistle offers several important
advantages: (1) the acoustic properties of the whistle are
more consistent than a user’s vocal tract and generate
audible sounds even at lower flow rates, (2) the whistle
removes the effect of distance from the user’s mouth, and
(3) precisely controlling mouth shape and phone orientation
are less important. In this paper, we investigate viability of
the call-in service approach with and without the whistle.
We evaluated SpiroCall in a controlled study with 50
patients. We compare SpiroCall to two FDA approved
spirometers and evaluate the effect of using the voice
communication channel on the performance of SpiroCall.
Each patient performed spirometry efforts with and without
the whistle on two different phones recording the audio
through the cell phone network and two smartphones
recording the audio locally through an app. Participants
used two different sizes of vortex whistles to determine
whether different sizes work better for different individuals.
Our results show that without a whistle, SpiroCall has a
mean error of 7.2% for the four major clinically relevant
lung function measures. For FEV1% (the most commonly
used diagnostic measure [2]), the mean error is 6.2%. With
a whistle, SpiroCall has a mean error of 8.3% for the four
measures, and 7.3% for FEV1%. Although, using the
whistle leads to higher average error in lung function
estimation, it performs more consistently for people with
lower lung function and produces fewer over-estimations of
lung function (i.e., false negatives), as compared to when
not using a whistle.

Smartphones are becoming prevalent at a breathtaking rate,
yet more than half of the mobile phone users in sub-Saharan
Africa and South Asia will still be using a non-smartphone
(or feature phone) in 2020 [4]. A major portion of the
population suffering from lung impairments lives in these
low resource environments. In fact, according to a recent
WHO report, more than 90% COPD deaths occur in lowand middle-income countries [19]. Thus, we believe that
phone-based spirometers need to work on all mobile
phones, and not just programmable smartphones. Even
smartphones, the diversity of phone manufacturers and
models makes it challenging to manage custom applications
for every type of mobile phone.
To this end, we present SpiroCall (Figure 1), a call-in
service that measures lung function on any mobile phone
without the need for a locally running application. Unlike
SpiroSmart, it transmits the collected audio using the
standard voice telephony channel. A server receives the
data of degraded audio quality and calculates clinically
relevant lung function measures and reports to the
participants using audio or text message. The ability to use
a server to analyze audio data transmitted from any mobile
phone, be it a feature phone or smartphone, eliminates the
need to develop a specialized application for every phone
platform. SpiroCall combines multiple regression
algorithms to provide reliable lung function estimates
despite the degraded audio quality over a voice
communication channel.

The main contribution of this paper is a demonstration that
every mobile phone in the world can be used as a
spirometer. This contribution comes in four parts: (1) an
algorithm to estimate lung function from a standard
telephony voice channel’s degraded audio signal; (2) a
custom-designed whistle that reduces usability and
performance challenges; (3) a comparison of the call-in
service and the whistle against two clinical spirometers
(using different phones); and (4) a demonstration of how
poor quality audio, transmitted across the standard
telephony voice channel, can be utilized for modeling and
inference.
BACKGROUND OF SPIROMETRY

Spirometry is the most widely employed pulmonary
function test. Many different types of spirometers are
available, ranging from big, clinical spirometers to portable,
home spirometers. Their cost also varies from $1,000 USD
to $5,000 USD. During a spirometry test, the patient takes
the deepest breath possible and then exhales with maximum
force for as long as possible. The spirometer measures the
amount and speed of airflow and calculates various lung
function measures based on the test. Four of the most
important lung function measures are:

Although the call-in service removes the need for a
smartphone, there are other significant usability challenges
that are more difficult to mitigate: how a user holds the
phone (angle, microphone occlusion, etc.), the distance
from the user’s mouth to the phone, and how wide a user
opens their mouth. Recognizing that some people may not
be able to master the technique needed to perform this
maneuver, we also designed a simple and low-cost 3Dprinted whistle accessory. The whistle (Figure 1, Top)
generates vortices as the user exhales through it [17,18],
changing its resonating pitch in proportion to the flow rate.
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((1) Forced Vittal Capacity (FVC): Totall volume of air
a
expelled durring the expirattion,
((2) Forced Ex
xpiratory Volu
ume in one second
s
(FEV1):
Volume of air
a expelled in the
t first second
d of expiration
n,
((3) FEV1/FVC
C (FEV1%): Ratio of FEV1 an
nd FVC, and
((4) Peak Expiiratory Flow (PEF): Maxim
mum expirato
ory
flow rate reaached during th
he test.
A healthy indiv
vidual’s lung fu
unction measurres are generallly
aat least 80% of
o the values predicted baseed on their ag
ge,
hheight, and geender [7]. Abn
normal values of FEV1% are
a
((expressed as a percent of preedicted value) [10]:
[
• Mild to Me
edium Lung Dy
ysfunction: 60--79%,
• Moderate Lung
L
Dysfunction: 40-59%, and
a
• Severe Lun
ng Dysfunction
n: below 40%.
A
Apart from th
he numerical measures, spirometers also
ggenerate flow vs. time, flow
w vs. volume, and volume vs.
v
tiime plots. Fig
gure 2 shows examples of FV plots. In a
hhealthy individ
dual, the desceending limb off the FV plot is
aalmost a straig
ght line (black
k, solid line in
n Figure 2). As
A
oobstruction to the
t airflow inccreases, the flow
w rate decreasses
ffaster than exponentially afteer reaching its maximum valu
ue
((PEF). Therefo
ore, it attains a curved or “scooped”
“
slop
pe
l
in Figure 2).
2 For an indiividual sufferin
ng
((blue, dashed line
ffrom a restrictiive lung disease, such as cy
ystic fibrosis, th
he
rrespiratory musscles weaken and
a the patientt’s lung capaciity
((FVC) decreasees (red, dashed
d line in Figure 2).
D
DESIGN OF SP
PIROCALL

T
The previous work
w
of Spiro
oSmart offload
ded a significaant
cchunk of computation to a serrver, with the audio
a
transferred
vvia an Internett connection. Thus,
T
the receeived audio was
w
loossless and freee of artifacts. In SpiroCall, we leverage th
he
vvoice communication channeel to transmit the
t audio data to
a server. The seerver then usess machine learrning to compu
ute
luung function measures.
m
The features used by our machin
ne
learning modell fall into three categories: tem
mporal envelop
pe
ddetection, specctrogram proccessing, and linear
l
predictiv
ve
ccoding (LPC). The cellphonee channel (GSM
M) uses LPC to
eencode voice. This means that even though the GSM
cchannel comprresses the aud
dio signal, the values of LP
PC
ccoefficients rem
main largely preserved.
p
Land
dlines, or POT
TS
((Plain Old Teleephone Servicee) is also an atttractive option as
a communicatiion channel. However,
H
we do
d not focus on
o
P
POTS in this paper
p
because GSM networrks are far mo
ore
pprevalent than landlines
l
in thee developing world.
w

F
Figure 2. Exam
mple of differen
nt Flow vs. Volume curves an
nd
m
major lung func
ction measures
s.
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Figure
e 3. (Left) Spe
ectrogram of a spirometry effo
ort recorded
locallyy, and (Right) rrecorded through the voice channel. The
GSM network down
nsamples the audio, and the
e data over
4 kHz is lost. Howevver, the data in our main regio
on of interest
quare) is largely reconstructa
able.
(red sq
Lung F
Function Estim
mate without W
Whistle

Figure 3 shows sppectrograms of a spiromeetry effort
recordeed locally on a smartphone ((Left) and the ssame effort
after thhe data is sennt through a G
GSM cell phonne network
(Right)). The device type is an iP
Phone 4S in bboth cases.
There are significcant differencces between the two
spectroograms as the voice underggoes many chaanges as it
goes thhrough a comm
munication chaannel. Althouggh different
commuunication netw
works use ddifferent speecch coding
techniqques, all GS
SM/UMTS sppeech-coding algorithms
share ssimilarities in ttheir treatmentt of speech andd are based
upon thhe same underllying linear preediction approach.
First, aall GSM voice coding technoologies use a soource-filter
model for speech. T
That is, the “soource” estimatees the lung
w the vocal
or glotttis excitation, aand the “filter”” estimates how
Parameters
tract bllurs this excitaation into contiinuous sound. P
of the source and ffilter are then transmitted thhrough the
channeel, instead off the raw auddio. The most common
methodd for separatinng out the souurce excitationn from the
vocal tract filter is to use LPC. An artifact of the LPC
calculaation is that the strong freequency resonnances are
preservved (and aree calculable ddirectly from the LPC
coefficcients). Thesee resonances are also thee primary
featurees in our algoorithms. As suuch, we expecct the LPC
encodiing to preservee much of the important infoormation in
mple of this is shown in Figuure 3 – the
the siggnal. An exam
fundam
mental resonannce is easily seen in both recordings
(insidee the red box),, despite manyy smaller detaiils, such as
higher harmonics of the fundam
mental resonancce and all
spectraal energy abovee 4 kHz, beingg lost.
Additioonally, the trransmission pprocess suppreesses lowenergyy components in the signaal, as can be seen in
Figure 3 (Right) wheere the energyy of the signaal abruptly
cuts offf in patches. In contrast, thhe signal mainntains high
fidelityy and stays abbove the noise floor for the iinitial (and
relativeely louder) seggment of the eeffort (inside thhe red box
in Figuure 3, Right).
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A
Algorithm for Lung Functio
on Estimation over a Voice
C
Channel withou
ut a Vortex Whiistle

IIn order to deaal with the draastic variation in sound qualiity
aas the data go
oes through a GSM channeel, we sought to
eevaluate what modifications
m
are necessary to the algorith
hm
pproposed in thee original Spiro
oSmart paper [9
9].
W
We use the microphone as an
n uncalibrated
d pressure senssor
aand the receiv
ved pressure values
v
are traansformed usin
ng
thhree approach
hes (Figure 4)): (1) envelop
pe detection, (2)
(
rresonance track
king in the frequency domain
n, and (3) lineear
ppredictive codin
ng (LPC). Thee envelope of the
t signal can be
b
aassumed to be a reasonable approximation
a
of the flow raate
bbecause it is a measure of the overall siignal power (or
(
aamplitude) at low frequenciies. In the frequency domaiin,
rresonances can
n be assumed to be amplitu
udes excited by
b
rreflections in the vocal traact and mouth
h opening—an
nd
thherefore shoulld be proportional to the flow
w rate that causses
thhem. Finally, we can use linear predicction as a flo
ow
aapproximation. Linear predicction assumes that
t
a signal can
bbe divided into a source and a shaping filterr and it estimattes
thhe source po
ower and shaaping filter co
oefficients. Th
he
““filter” in ourr case approx
ximates the vocal
v
tract. Th
he
““source variancce” is an estim
mate of the whiite noise proceess
eexciting the vocal tract filter—in our
o
case, th
his
aapproximates the
t power of the
t flow rate from the lung
gs.
E
Each approach
h generates multiple time-do
omain flow-raate
eestimations.

Figure
re 4. Flowchart for lung function estimattion without
e.
whistle

it overr-estimated thhe lung functioon for particippants with
obstruccted lungs (F
FEV1% < 0.88). Therefore, we have
updateed the algorithhm to employy an ensemblle of four
differeent regression aalgorithms (Figgure 4), with thhe aim that
each reegression wouuld provide a ddifferent perspective. We
run thee regressions uusing the scikiit-learn toolkitt in Python
and uuse leave-one--patient-out crross-validationn to avoid
more, we keep all the parameeters for all
overfittting. Furtherm
the alggorithms at theeir default valuues and do nott tune them
for thee collected dataa.
The firrst regression iis a linear regrression that triees to find a
linear rrelationship beetween the feattures and the grround truth
lung fuunction value. The second reegression uses least angle
regresssion (LARS) [3]. LARS sselects the m
most useful
featurees using a variaant of forward feature selectiion, but the
underlyying model iis assumed too be linear. The third
regresssion uses thee elastic net algorithm [220], which
eliminaates features inn a slightly diifferent way thhan LARS.
This reegression usess a combinatioon of LASSO regression
and riddge regressionn for regularizzation that is ooften more
stable. Finally we use enclosinng k-Nearest Neighbor
regresssion (k = 2) [66], which findds the convex hull of the
data inn the feature sppace and fits a locally linear regression.
Thoughh the underlyiing model is aassumed linearr, the local
fitting often can fit m
many different ttypes of nonlinnearity. We
find thhe final regression estimate by taking the median of
these ffour regressionns. We use thiss same process for FEV1,
FVC, and PEF m
measures. As mentioned, F
FEV1% is
calculaated as a ratiio of the estiimated FEV1 and FVC
values..

W
We extract sep
parate feature sets
s for FEV1,, FVC, and PE
EF
ffrom these timee-domain flow--rate estimation
ns. For examplle,
P
PEF is defined
d as the maxim
mum flow reach
hed in an effo
ort.
T
Thus, for a given flow-rate estimation, we
w take the maax
vvalue and use it
i as a feature for
f PEF regresssion. In contrast,
F
FVC is defined
d as the total volume of airr exhaled. Thu
us,
inntegrating thee flow-rate esttimation with respect to tim
me
ggives us a featu
ure for FVC reegression. Usin
ng this approacch,
w
we generate 3 sets of of 38 features for FEV1,
F
FVC, an
nd
P
PEF, each. We
W do not use any regressio
on algorithm to
eestimate FEV1
1%. This valu
ue is simply a ratio of th
he
eestimated FEV1 and FVC.
C
Considering th
hat the GSM channel uses LPC to encode
ssound, the LP
PC-based featu
ures used in our algorithm
ms
rremain largely
y preserved. The
T
envelope detection-based
ffeatures are baased on the co
oarse amplitude of sound wiith
rrespect to tim
me; in most cases these features remaain
ppreserved as well.
w
The specttral features arre most affected
bby the GSM ch
hannel becausee the high frequ
uency details are
a
ccompletely lost. However, upon
u
analysis we
w realized th
hat
thhe resonancess within the first harmoniics were stron
ng
eenough that most
m
spectral feeatures contain
n some relevaant
innformation.

Additioonally, there arre situations w
when the test is performed
in a nooisy environmeent or the channnel itself mighht be noisy.
To deeal with such situations, thhe system auttomatically
detectss the level off background nnoise by lookking at the
mean absolute ampplitude of thee recorded sound for a
mediately beforre the user exhhales. This
250 mss window imm
is the pperiod when thhe user is most silent and we uuse it as an
opportu
tunity to meassure the ambbient noise levvel. If the
amplituude of sound within this wiindow is estim
mated to be
above an empiriically determ
mined threshhold, the
environnment is conssidered unsuitaable for data collection.
The thhreshold used here is same as the one uused in the
SpiroS
Smart clinical trrials.

IIn the original algorithm, thee calculated features were seent
n
too a random forest regresssion that, beccause it has no
uunderlying lineear model, had trouble exploiiting some of th
he
liinearity in th
he feature datta. The algorithm performed
ppoorly on the data
d collected through the GSM channel an
nd
5678
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L
Lung Function
n Estimate with Whistle

S
SpiroCall facees three aud
dio sensing challenges, (1)
(
vvariability of different
d
phones, (2) low soun
nd amplitude for
f
sseverely impaiired patients, and (3) incon
nsistency of th
he
ddistance betweeen a user’s mouth and the
t
microphon
ne.
B
Bernard Vonn
negut, in 195
54, designed a whistle th
hat
cchanged its pittch in proportio
on to flow ratee and called itt a
vvortex whistle [17]. Later, Watanabe
W
and Sato suggested
m
modifications to vortex wh
histle construction for use in
sspirometry effo
forts [16,18,2
21]. In their study, they used
ppitch tracking to convert the vortex whisstle sound to an
eestimate of flow
w rate. Considering pitch traccking is resilieent
too variations across
a
devices,, such as gain
n and frequency
rresponse, the whistle
w
could make
m
SpiroCall independent of
ddistance, chann
nel, and devicee. The whistlee has no movin
ng
pparts and thus, is as simple ass any spirometeer mouthpiece—
—
m
mass-produciblle for less than
n 10 cents (US)). We decided to
test the design proposed in [1
16] to see if it could
c
be used as
a flow-sound transducer
t
insttead of the usser’s vocal tracct.
H
However, we found the pro
oposed design
n unsuitable for
f
sspirometry and
d modified it based
b
on a pilo
ot study with 15
pparticipants.

Figurre 5. (Left) 3D
D rendering off the whistle. The arrows
show the airflow an
nd the colors d
denote the velo
ocity. Red is
n mm) of the
fasterr and blue is sllower. (Right) Dimensions (in
two w
whistles: Small:: RCC = 20, RDDST = 11, RIT = 8, LIT = 50,
LDST = 24, LCC = 40. Big: RCC = 37.5, RDST = 12.5
5, RIT = 8, LIT
= 74, LDST = 27, LCC = 35.

We moodified the dessign suggested in [16] to ensuure that the
whistlee’s response reemains linear eeven at flow raates around
M
15 L/ss (verified via SolidWorksTM
simulations). This flow
rate iss well abovee the peak fflow rate attaainable by
individduals with heiight up to 2100 cm. We dessigned two
sizes oof the whistle ((dimensions shhown in Figuree 5, Right),
as diffe
ferent sizes willl have differennt pitch gradiennts.

T
The vortex whistle consists of
o three section
ns: the inlet, th
he
ccylindrical cavity, and the do
ownstream tub
be. The inlet iss a
ccylindrical pip
pe that is taangentially co
onnected to th
he
ccylindrical cav
vity on its currved surface. The user blow
ws
thhrough this tu
ube. The cylindrical cavityy allows the air
a
innside to swirl around
a
the chaamber. The dow
wnstream tube is
aattached perpen
ndicular to thee cylindrical cavity. When th
he
aair enters the cylindrical
c
cav
vity, it starts ro
otating along th
he
ccircumference of the cavity, thereby formin
ng a vortex, an
nd
m
moves toward
d the downsttream tube. The arrows in
F
Figure 5 (Left) show the resu
ult of a simullation of airflo
ow
w
within the wh
histle. The collor of the arrrow denotes th
he
ssimulated velo
ocity of the air.
a When thee air leaves th
he
ccylindrical cav
vity, the vortex
x becomes unsstable and whips
aaround at an angular
a
velociity that is pro
oportional to th
he
rrotational velo
ocity of the vortex.
v
This unstable vortex
ggenerates sound
d as it leaves th
he downstream
m tube.

We 3D
D-printed the w
whistles on a S
Stratasys BST7768 printer
using ABS plastic material. Our evaluation of both the
whistlee sizes with 550 participantts demonstrateed that the
bigger whistle perfoormed better bbecause it hadd a steeper
pitch ggradient. From
m a usability sstandpoint, 34 out of 50
particippants also prefferred using the bigger whistlle, because
it was easier to handlle.
Algorith
hm for Lung Fu
unction Estimation with Whisttle

When a vortex whisstle is used, we can simplifyy the audio
proces sing consideraably because thhe whistle pitcch changes
Simple pitch trracking can
linearlyy in response tto flow rate. S
estimatte the flow rrate over timee. We can caalibrate the
parameeters of this linnear relationshhip (bias and sllope) using
a few example spiroometry efforts. For a particuular vortex
mensions, these parameters onnly need to
whistlee with set dim
be calib
ibrated once.

T
The frequency
y produced by
y the whistle is affected by
b
sseveral factorss, including th
he dimensionss of the whisttle
[17]:

Whistlle Pitch Extraaction: All auudio data is ressampled to
44.1 kkHz to ensuree uniformity inn the processsing across
device s with differennt sampling raates. We first pprocess the
spectroogram of the efffort to track thhe pitch. We seegment the
data innto frame durattions of 46 mss with a step siize of 3 ms
betweeen frames. Nexxt, we find the peak magnittude in the
spectroogram (Figure 6) and searchh for the peakk frequency
within 0.25 seconds.. The peak frequency (Figurre 6, top of
the whhite curve) corrresponds to thhe PEF of the spirometry
effort. We track pitcch backward annd forward in time from
when the spectrral energy ceasses to trend
that pooint, stopping w
towardds lower frequuencies. This hhelps us ignoree wheezing
at the end of a spiroometry effort tthat may overrwhelm the

(1)
w
where is freq
quency, is in
nput flow rate,
is the radiius
oof the vortex in the cylind
drical cavity, is the crosssssectional area of the inlet,
is radius of
o the air in th
he
ddownstream tu
ube,
is th
he length of the downstreaam
tuube, and Δ
is the lengtth of the vorteex formed at th
he
ooutlet of the whistle. The sin term refeers to the ang
gle
bbetween the forrmed vortex an
nd cylindrical plane. This terrm
is difficult to calculate math
hematically, necessitating th
hat
thhe quantity be determined through calibratiion [16]. Typiccal
vvalues range beetween 0.35 up
p to 0.95 [16].
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than exxponentially . W
We fit the folloowing functionn to the tail
end off the flow-time curve:
⋅
(2)
We usee the entire desscending limb of the tracked pitch to fit
our exttrapolation funnction. The greeen area (Tail F
Fit only) in
Figure 6 shows thhe time oveer which the curve is
extrapoolated. The bluue area (Body, Data+Fit) reppresents the
phase iin time during which reliablee resonance traacking data
is avaiilable. Howeveer in order to ttransition smoothly from
resonannce-tracking tto extrapolatioon, we cross--fade from
resonannce-tracked daata to extrapolaated data withhin the blue
region.. We evaluaated our extrrapolation fuunction by
applyinng it to the seet of groundtrruth flow-timee curves to
ensure it was able to model thhe tail end of a user’s
exhalattion. Althoughh the extrapoolation functioon worked
excepti
tionally on grooundtruth dataa (mean errorr = 3.2%),
when we evaluated the extrapolaation on the aaudio data
Call devices, oour FVC estimaates had an
receiveed from SpiroC
averagge error of 15%
%. We thereforre decided to estimate the
FVC tthrough a regrression modell, using the exxtrapolated
curve aas a feature in tthe regression..

Figure 6. The
e blue and orrange regions are associate
ed
with the pitch tracked
t
by the algorithm. The
e green region is
extrapolated based
b
on inform
mation in the blue region.

m
main whistle audio
a
amplitud
de. For each frame, we fit a
qquadratic polyn
nomial to the frequency
fr
bin of
o interest and its
i
tw
wo neighborss to attain su
ub-bin accuraccy in our peak
ffrequency estim
mates [11]. We stop pitch trracking once th
he
rresonance passses below a certain
c
empiriccally determined
ppitch threshold, as the whistlee mouthpiece does
d
not resonaate
w
well at lower fllow rates and th
herefore lowerr frequencies.

FVC R
Regression M
Model: Althouggh our tail exxtrapolation
methodd did not pprovide an addequate volum
me (FVC)
measurre, it still provvided a good, albeit noisy, eestimate in
most ccases. We, therrefore, encode the pitch trackking output
as a sset of regressiion features. Figure 7 show
ws all the
featurees used in the rregressions. Thhe features cann be broken
down iinto the three pphases of the ppitch tracking inn Figure 6:
Head, Body, and Tail. We use thee estimated PE
EF, i.e., the
peak fr
frequency of thhe tracked pittch, as the reppresentative
featuree from the Heaad section of thhe curve. We aalso use the
peak am
amplitude (norm
malized) of thee overall audioo. From the
Body ssection of the ccurve, we use the area underr the pitchtrackinng curve until the end of thhe body sectioon, and the
area uunder the curvve until the eend of 1 sec, i.e., FEV1
estimatte. The next set of featurees comes from
m the Tail
extrapoolation. We usse the coefficieents generated by the tail
extrapoolation as an eencoding of thee curve in the T
Tail region
of the curve. Speciifically, we uuse
,
, annd
from
Equatioon (2) as featuures in the regrression. Apart from these
featurees, we also use height, age, and seex as our
demoggraphic features. It is commoon practice in sspirometers
to recoord a patient’s physical dettails as this innformation
helps the device inn calculating predicted noormal lung
functioon for the patieent.

F
For example, in
n Figure 6, the pitch can be trracked up to 1 s.
T
This means thaat while we can
n infer the FEV
V1 value from th
he
ppitch data, the FVC
F
value neeeds an extrapolated curve.
T
Tail Extrapola
ation: After th
he flow achievees its peak valu
ue
((PEF), the flow rate decayss exponentially for a health
hy
d decays fasteer than expon
nentially for an
inndividual and
inndividual with
h obstructive lung impairm
ments. Thereforre,
w
when we extrap
polate the pitch
h curve, we caannot just use an
eexponential fitt function. We
W apply a combination of
eexponential and
d exponential of exponentiall fits, so that th
he
ssystem automatically adapts to
t different typ
pes of flow-tim
me
ccurves, includin
ng the ones wh
here the flow rate
r decay fastter

Similarr to the noo-whistle conndition, the regression
algorithhm employs ann ensemble off three regressioons: linear,
LARS,, and elastic neet regressions. We combine tthe outputs
of all rregressions and select a meddian of their esstimates as
the finnal FVC estimaate. We use leaave-one-patiennt-out cross
validattion in all levells of learning to avoid overfittting.

Figure 7. Flowchart for lung function estimation with
w
whistle.
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Table
e 1. Demographic informattion of the parrticipants.

E
EVALUATION

T
To evaluate Sp
piroCall, we crreated an exteensive dataset of
aaudio sampless and ground
d truth spirom
metry data. We
W
rrecruited 50 paarticipants (30 males, 20 fem
males), ranging in
aage from 21 to 67 years (M = 30) through flyers and emaail
m
messages in the university
y. The study sessions weere
cconducted in a non-clinicaal lab setting and lasted for
f
aapproximately 30 minutes. 20
0% of participants had mild to
m
moderate lung obstruction, i.ee., FEV1% < 0.80 (Table 1).

Participaant Demograp
phics (N = 50)

•

•

30 (21 – 67)

Heigh
ht (cm) (mean,, range)

172 (1555 – 188)

Cysticc Fibrosis: 1 (2%), Sarcoidisis: 1 (2%)
Low L
Lung Function
n (n, %)

16 (32%
%)

Neverr Performed S
Spirometry (n,, %)

30 (60%
%)

GSM channel band-limited tthe data to
MP3 ffiles, but the G
less tthan 8 kHz. The differennce between the local
recordiings and thosee done over thee GSM channeel is shown
in Figuure 3.

Channel Type:
T
Local recording or voice chann
nel
recording. We kept thee iPhone con
nsistent in bo
oth
S
if on
nly
channels to analyze the peerformance of SpiroCall
the channel is changed.

We traansferred the ddata from the local phones (iPhone 4S
and Saamsung Note) tto the computeer over a USB connection
at the end of the stuudy. We downlloaded the datta from the
Googlee Voice accounnts as MP3 filees to a computeer.

o whistle, smalll whistle, and big whistle. We
W
Whistle: No
recorded au
udio data for two
t
whistles to
t understand if
different paarticipants prefferred differentt sizes or if on
ne
size gave reesults that weree more reliable that the other.
and

Age (yyrs) (mean, raange)

Asthm
ma: 10 (20%), B
Bronchitis: 2 (44%), COPD: 2 (4%),

Phone Typee: iPhone and non-iPhone.
n
We
W used two no
oniPhone deviices: Samsung
g Note 3 and
d Sony Ericsso
on
W580i. We used the W58
80i (feature ph
hone) to evaluaate
mance of SpiroCall on an ap
pproximately 10the perform
year-old dev
vice.

A
All the con
nditions were counterbalaanced
rrandomized thee order of the whistles.
w

30 (60%
%)

Reporrted Lung Ailm
ments

T
The SpiroCalll study used a within-su
ubjects 2×2×
×3
ffactorial design
n. The factors and
a levels weree:
•

Maless (n, %)

Proced
dure

We coollected the groound truth forr the participannts on two
FDA-aapproved clinnical spirometters: the nSppire Koko
Legendd and the NDD
D EasyWare sspirometer. W
We used the
two sppirometers to aanswer two quuestions: (1) w
whether the
particippants got fatiggued as the sesssion progresseed, and (2)
how m
much variabilityy exists betweeen the outputs of the two
device s. We recordeed the variabillity between tthe clinical
SpiroCall’s
device s to use it as a bencchmark for S
perform
mance. The participants pperformed at least 15
spirom
metry efforts (thhree each for: two clinical sppirometers,
two w
whistles, and one withouut whistle). S
Spirometry
measurrements are ccompletely efffort-dependent and some
fatiguee can build upp when perforrming this maany efforts.
Thereffore, we recordded efforts on oone clinical spirometer at
the begginning of thee session and oon another spiirometer at
the endd of the sessioon. We random
mized the ordeer for each
particippant.

we
w

E
Experimental Setup
S

W
We collected th
he audio data on
o four phoness, two iPhone 4S
4
ssmartphones, a Samsung Galaxy
G
Note 3, and a Son
ny
E
Ericsson W580
0i feature pho
one. All four phones were in
ffront of the useer at roughly an
n arm’s length away (Figure 8).
8
T
The distance was
w not formallly controlled or
o varied. One of
thhe iPhones and
d the Samsung
g Note recordeed the audio daata
loocally at 32 kH
Hz and 44.1 kH
Hz, respectively
y. The other tw
wo
ddevices sent th
he data over th
he GSM voicee channel. Theese
pphones placed
d phone calls to different Google Voice
aaccounts that recorded
r
the data
d
in the forrm of voicemaail
m
messages. Goo
ogle Voice saved the audio data
d
as 44.1 kH
Hz

At thee start of eacch session, w
we explained tthe forced
expirattory maneuverr to the particippants and we aasked them
to pracctice using the spirometer. Once the particiipants were
able too perform an acceptable maaneuver accordding to the
ATS ccriteria for repproducibility [10], three effforts were
recordeed using the spirometer. N
Next, we introoduced the
particippants to SpiroC
Call.
Figure 8. SpiroCall experim
mental setup. We recorded the
data on four phones at the same time. Two
o phones recorded
the audio loca
ally. The other two
t
phones ca
alled Google Vo
oice
numbers and sent the audio
o data over the
e GSM channe
el to
the Google Vo
oice server.
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The foour phones (Phhone Type × Channel Typee) recorded
the auddio simultaneoously, thus savving the participants from
perform
ming tests witth each device type separateely. One of
the auuthors, who w
was trained too administer spirometry
efforts , gave feedbaack to the paarticipants reggarding the
acceptaability and quaality of the effforts. In the futture, it will
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shouldd not strongly aaffect the final analysis. In adddition, we
correctted for fatiguue by counterr-balancing beetween all
Phone,, Channel, annd Whistle T
Type conditionns for all
particippants.

bbe straightforw
ward to have a system thaat automaticallly
ddetermines if an
n effort was too low in volum
me.
N
Note that collecting the Sp
piroCall data and
a
the cliniccal
sspirometer dataa at the same time is imposssible, so expliccit
gground truth was unknown
n. Instead, eaach effort fro
om
S
SpiroCall was associated
a
with
h the best efforrt selected by th
he
cclinical spirom
meter. As per th
he ATS criteriaa, the spirometter
sselects the efffort with the highest
h
FVC as the best on
ne
[2,10].

Lung F
Function Estim
mate without W
Whistle

We brreak down thee comparison of measurem
ments from
SpiroC
Call and the cllinical spirometers by evaluuating how
well itt performs forr different lungg function measures and
the num
mber of outlierrs and false neggatives.
Accura
acy of Lung Fun
nction Measure
es

R
RESULTS

The grraphs in Figuree 9 (Left) presennt the percentaage error of
each m
measure withoout a whistle. For all lungg function
measurres, the algoriithm returns aan average errror of less
than 1 0%. There is no significantt difference beetween the
perform
mance of smarrtphones recordding the data loocally in an
app (S amsung Note aand Apple iPhhone) and phonnes running
munication chhannel (Sony W
W580i and
over thhe voice comm
Apple iPhone 4S). T
The performannce is best foor FEV1%,
which is the most coommon measuure of lung funnction used
in diaggnosis becausee it is typicallyy most consisteent [10,15].
The meean error rate ffor FEV1% is bbelow 6% for all the four
conditiions. The AT
TS acceptabiliity criteria reqquire lung
functioon measures too be within 7%
% to 10% of oone another
[15]. F
For most patiennts, SpiroCall performs well within the
expectted level of varriation, even iff the patient diid not have
artphone and pperformed thee test on a pphone call.
a smar
Howevver, it is imporrtant to evaluatte the outliers (with error
higher than twice thhe standard devviation) and seee whether
measures are uunder-estimatedd or overthe lunng function m
estimatted. We use tw
wice the standaard deviation bbecause the
first sttandard deviattion is withinn the ATS accceptability
criteriaa [15] and the rresult cannot be considered aan outlier.

IIn this section
n, we discuss the performan
nce of SpiroCaall
w
when compared
d to the two clinical spiromeeters in terms of
aaccuracy of esstimated lung function meaasures and fallse
ppositives vs. faalse negatives. We consider an
a estimate to be
b
a false negativee if the ground
dtruth FEV1% is below 0.8 an
nd
S
SpiroCall prediicts the value to
t be above 0..8 [2]. We break
ddown these ressults by Phonee Type and Ch
hannel Type. We
W
aalso compare the performaance of Spiro
oCall with an
nd
w
without a vorteex whistle. Fin
nally, we discu
uss the accuraccy
aand usefulnesss of the flow--volume curvees generated by
b
S
SpiroCall. Bassed on our evaluation
e
wee conclude th
hat
S
SpiroCall can help in screeening and mon
nitoring patien
nts
w
with lung impaairments in low
w resource regio
ons.
T
Two Ground Truth
T
Devices

A
As mentioned, we used two clinical spirom
meters to colleect
ggroundtruth. We
W compared their
t
respectiv
ve lung functio
on
m
measure and fo
ound that PEF
F had the maxiimum differen
nce
oof 9.2% betweeen the two devices,
d
and FEV1, FVC, an
nd
F
FEV1% had a difference of 5.1%, 5.2
2%, and 3.2%
%,
rrespectively. However,
H
non
ne of these differences are
a
sstatistically sig
gnificant (baseed on an F-tesst, p>0.05). We
W
aalso studied th
he effect of order
o
to underrstand if fatigu
ue
pplayed any rolee in exaggeratiing the difference between th
he
tw
wo devices. In a 2-way AN
NOVA test with
w
presentatio
on
oorder of the tw
wo spirometerss as a between
n-subjects facto
or,
w
we found that the
t difference in estimates off PEF and FEV
V1
w
were statisticallly significant (p<0.05).
(p
This finding suggessts
thhat the particiipants got fatiigued by the time
t
the sessio
on
eended. Thereffore, we use the results from the firrst
sspirometer thatt the participan
nts used as theiir groundtruth or
rreference devicce. While this means
m
that the reference device
w
was not consistent across participants,
p
th
he difference in
ddevice perform
mance was nott found to be significant an
nd

Outlierrs and Patientss with Low Lung
g Function

In ordeer to understannd the directionn of the bias, we use the
modifiied Bland-Altm
man plots [1] iin Figure 10. The figure
Call and the
shows the percentagee difference beetween SpiroC
output of a spirometter versus the spirometer meeasurement
V1%. Lines inndicating ±2σ (red dashes). We focus
of FEV
solely on FEV1% bbecause it is the most com
mmon lung
functioon measure forr diagnosis. If tthe percentagee difference
is posittive, then the llung function w
was over-estim
mated (false
negativve). It can be seen in Figurre 10, Top-Lefft and TopRight, that SpiroCall (both withouut whistle) tennd to over-

Figure 9. Perc
cent error for different lung fun
nction measure
es on different d
devices withou
ut whistle (Left)), and with whisstle
(Right). The first two devices recorded the data
d
locally in an
a app; the nexxt two devices recorded the data over a pho
one call.
T
The error bars show standard
d deviation.
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for both whistlle sizes. We oobserved a
functioon measures fo
significcant effect (p<
<0.01) of size on FVC and F
FEV1%, in
favor of the biggerr whistle. Thhe percentage difference
betweeen the two w
whistles was 00.24%, 4.22%, 2%, and
2.13% for PEF, FE
EV1, FVC, annd FEV1%, reespectively.
Considdering the biggger whistle woorked significanntly better,
our anaalysis of SpiroCall only incluudes the larger whistle.
Accura
acy of Lung Fun
nction Measure
es

Bar ggraphs shownn in Figuree 9 (Right) diisplay the
percenntage error of each lung funnction measurre for each
device and connecttion type withh a whistle. The Sony
Ericssoon W580i perfformed the worrst among all tthe phones.
Howevver, the differeence was not sttatistically signnificant (Ftest, pp>0.05). Amonng the lung ffunctions, the error was
highestt for PEF, buut it is worthhwhile to notte that the
variancce in PEF waas also the higghest for the ggroundtruth
spirom
meters. The moost widely usedd lung functionn measure,
FEV1%
%, has less thaan 8% mean error for three of the four
device types.

F
Figure 10. Bla
and-Altman plo
ots of percent error of FEV1%
%
((without and with whistle) for local and voice
e call recording
gs
vversus the valu
ue obtained fro
om the clinical spirometer. Th
he
ffalse negatives
s are highlighte
ed inside grey boxes. ±2σ (re
ed
d
dashes) are als
so shown.

Outlierrs and Patientss with Low Lung
g Function

In ordeer to understannd the directioon of the bias present in
whistlee results, Figurre 10 (Bottom)) shows modiffied BlandAltmann plots of FEV
V1%, displayinng percentage difference
betweeen SpiroCall (w
with whistle) aand the spirom
meter versus
the spiirometer measuure. From these plots, we shoow that the
whistlee mitigates faalse negatives. We highlightt the false
negativves inside graay boxes. Moost of the errror for the
whistlee comes from false positivess. When comparing local
recordiings and vooice calls, thhere is no significant
perform
mance differennce (F-test, p>
>0.05). Howeever, using
the whhistle, we elim
minate the biass in the estimaate that we
saw inn case of no whhistle. This meeans the whistlee may be a
superioor screening ttool, especiallyy for patients with very
low lunng function. W
We quantify thiis effect of biaas as before
by connsidering the eeffects of grouundtruth FEV1% on the
percennt error throughh a chi-square test. We foundd that there
was noo significant eff
ffect of the grooundtruth FEV
V1% on the
accuraccy of SpiroCalll across devicees (p>0.05).

eestimate the acctual value forr some patients with low lun
ng
ffunction (FEV1
1% < 0.8), i.e., a false negativ
ve. We highlig
ght
thhe false negattives inside the gray boxes. In any mediccal
ddevice, it is mo
ore acceptable to have a falsee positive than
na
ffalse negative. The main reaason the systeem currently has
h
m
more false neg
gatives for low
w lung function
n is because th
he
aalgorithm is datta driven and the
t population with higher lun
ng
ffunction is bettter represented. Therefore, the model tends to
bbias towards th
he median value. Considerin
ng the signal-ttonnoise ratio is lo
ower for the deevices connecteed over the GSM
cchannel, the fallse negatives arre slightly morre pronounced in
ccase of voice caall (Figure 10, Top Right).
O
One way to qu
uantify the mod
del’s bias towaards higher lun
ng
ffunction is to calculate
c
the staatistical effect of lung functio
on
m
measure (FEV1% in this casse) on the erro
or of the modeel.
W
We tested for effects
e
of groun
ndtruth FEV1%
% on the perceent
eerror through a chi-square teest. We found that there wass a
ssignificant efffect of the groundtruth
g
FEV1%
F
on th
he
aaccuracy of Sp
piroCall (p<0.0
05). As such, the
t performan
nce
oof SpiroCall might
m
degrade further
fu
if tested
d on more high
hly
oobstructed patiients. Although the bias is only slight an
nd
thhere are relatiively few falsee negatives, frrom a diagnosttic
pperspective, itt could mean
n that patientts are screened
im
mproperly.
L
Lung Function
n Estimate with Whistle

T
The bias in the performaance of the system due to
ggroundtruth lu
ung function of the user prompted
p
us to
eexplore the possibility of using a whistle for the users of
S
SpiroCall.

Figure
e 11. Two F low vs. Volume
e curves gen
nerated by
SpiroC
Call with a whisttle and withoutt a whistle.
Curves
s Generated b
by SpiroCall

We noow shift our diiscussion from
m lung functionn measures
to the shape of the flow-volume curves. The spirometry
curves serve two puurposes: (1) too evaluate if thhe patients
perform
med the effoort sufficientlyy, and (2) too help in
diagnoosis by showingg the descendiing limb of thee FV curve.
A techhnician looks aat the slope off the FV curve from the

C
Comparison of Two Whistle Sizes
S

W
We used two sizes of the vorrtex whistle in our study. Bo
oth
w
whistles had sliightly differentt gradient of piitch with respeect
too the input flo
ow. We performed a two-saample F-test for
f
eequal variances on the perceentage error fo
or the four lun
ng
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without any statistical modeling. For the patients with
obstructive lung impairments such as asthma and COPD,
the lung function measure that changes most drastically is
FEV1. If the patient only needs to track their FEV1 with fine
granularity (a common practice for many patients),
SpiroCall can use a much simpler computation with a
whistle, without any machine learning. Moreover, it will be
easier to judge a valid effort because the shape of the curve
is more faithfully represented.

start of the test to PEF. This slope should be as steep as
possible, indicating that the initial blast of air was truly
maximal. The investigator also looks to see if the user
coughs during the spirometry maneuver. Coughing makes
the descending edge of the FV curve non-monotonic as the
user ends up inhaling during a cough. Therefore, it is
important to evaluate how SpiroCall performs in generating
these curves.
Figure 11 shows example flow-volume curves generated by
SpiroCall without the whistle and with the whistle; we find
that the curves generated without a whistle can be
unreliable. The no-whistle (green) curve in the Figure 12
(Right) has an inaccurate shape because the latter half of the
effort by the patient was very quiet. When the GSM
channel compressed the audio, this segment was heavily
compressed and not reconstructed accurately. However,
these curves can still be used for validity assessment of the
efforts. The initial part of the effort is always very loud and
reconstructed accurately. Therefore, the investigator can
still look at the ascending slope at the start of the test. For
cough information, we envision that the Hilbert envelopes
of the temporal audio data can be attached along with the
spirometry curves, which would make any coughs clearly
visible. However, in cases where the spirometry curves are
of importance, we suggest the use of a whistle. The whistle
generates a direct mapping to the Flow vs. Time curve and
the final Flow vs. Volume curves are usually very accurate.
We recognize that a more rigorous evaluation of the
spirometry curves is important. This is part of our on-going
work, where we are sending all the curves generated by
SpiroCall to medical practitioners for quality assessment at
Spirometry 3601.

SpiroCall’s performance is promising as the mean
performance loss due to use of the call-in service is only
around 1%. The flexibility between channels and the
possibility of using a whistle allows SpiroCall to make
spirometry accessible. However, this only demonstrates the
feasibility of sensing. It remains unclear how the user, in
general, could use spirometers without any guidance from
trained personnel. Although SpiroSmart tries to bridge this
gap with a rich visual interface, it will be more difficult for
SpiroCall to train the user. It is possible that in future work
we could implement audio feedback between spirometry
efforts, or have a health worker train the user before they
are able to use SpiroCall independently.
CONCLUSION

In order to make spirometry more accessible, it is important
to remove its dependence on smartphones. We introduced
SpiroCall, a combination of call-in service and a simple
whistle that turns every mobile phone in the world into a
spirometer. The phone sends the audio data generated
during a spirometry effort over the GSM voice channel and
calculates the results on a central server. Our evaluation
shows that we can use SpiroCall to reliably measure lung
function in low resource regions. SpiroCall’s call-in
service’s mean error is comparable to a clinical spirometer
and does not degrade substantially when compared to local
recordings made on a smartphone. The whistle helps in
improving the performance with patients with degraded
lung function. SpiroCall also serves as a demonstration that
researchers can perform sensing on all mobile phones, not
just smartphones, by leveraging the voice channel for data
transfer.

DISCUSSION

SpiroCall offers two approaches to performing spirometry
through a call-in service: with a vortex whistle and without.
The performance of both approaches is very promising and
the mean error of the four major lung function measures is
6.2%, which is well within the ATS criteria for a clinical
spirometer. However, the system sometimes over-estimates
lung function when used without a whistle. We believe that
this limitation stems from the fact that without a whistle,
the algorithm depends on the spread and variation in its
training data to remove the bias in its estimation. We plan
to combine the SpiroCall clinical evaluation with ongoing
SpiroSmart clinical trials.
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